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Combinatorial screening is frequently used to identify chemicals with synergistic effects by measuring the

response of biological entities exposed to various chemical-dose combinations. Conventional microwell-

based combinatorial screening is resource-demanding, and the closed microfluidics-based screening

requires sophisticated fluidic control systems. In this work, we present a novel combinatorial screening

platform based on the surface energy trap (SET)-assisted magnetic digital microfluidics. This platform,

known as FlipDrop, rapidly generates chemical combinations by coupling two droplet arrays with

orthogonal chemical concentration gradients with a simple flip. We have illustrated the working principle

of FlipDrop by generating combinations of quantum dots. We have also successfully demonstrated the

screening of quantum dot fluorescence resonance energy transfer (QD-FRET) on the FlipDrop platform

by measuring the FRET response. This report demonstrates that FlipDrop is capable of rapidly generating

chemical combinations with unprecedented ease for combinatorial screening.
Introduction

Combinatorial screening is a method used to measure the
response of biological entities to a combination of chemicals.
One main application of combinatorial screening is to identify
combinatorial therapy, a treatment regime usingmultiple drugs
and adjuvants.1 It is evident that a combination of multiple
compounds could be more effective than a single compound,
hence reduces the required dosage and side effects and leads to
more coveted clinical outcomes.1–5 In spite of its increasing
popularity, many existing combinatorial therapies are empirical
with limited evidence.6,7 To facilitate evidence-based combina-
torial therapy, new combinatorial drugs ought to be screened
systematically from a library of new or existing compounds
using combinatorial screening.3,8

Conventional microwell-based combinatorial screening
platform is resource-demanding and time-consuming. Its large
assay volume necessitates a large number of cells, and the
generation of chemical combinations in the microwell plate
requires complex liquid handling systems and is oen
laborious.

Microuidics has long been proposed for screening.9–16 So
far, many microuidic systems have been developed to screen
one single compound at a time. Only a limited number of
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examples have demonstrated the proof-of-concept of combina-
torial screening. Kim et al. developed a programmable cell
culture array that integrated a microuidic concentration
gradient generator with cell culture chambers for combinatorial
drug screening.16 The drug combinations were generated by
coupling two orthogonal concentration gradients with the cell
culture chamber at the intersection. Each cell culture chamber
on the device was individually addressable by the microuidic
network and was subjected to one unique drug combination.
Jang et al. developed a similar device with two orthogonal
concentration gradient generators.15 One of the concentration
gradients was generated by the tree-like gradient generator, and
the other one was generated by an active microuidic mixer and
dispenser. Eduati et al. demonstrated a discrete microuidics-
based combinatorial drug screening platform.14 The drug
combinations were generated in aqueous plugs separated by the
oil phase in a capillary tube. The drug composition in each
aqueous plug was actively controlled by Braille valves. Cells were
co-encapsulated and incubated with the drug combinations in
the plug for screening. While these microuidic platforms
showed great promise in combinatorial screening, they were
usually complex multi-layer devices that required sophisticated
uidic control systems. Another common limitation of these
platforms was the difficulty in retrieving the cells for subse-
quent analysis because they were closed microuidic systems.
Therefore, the screening assay was oen restricted to single-
step homogeneous assays. In contrast to the conventional
closed microuidic systems, open microuidic platforms
control uids on an open surface with no or only partial
constrains. One example of open microuidics is digital
microuidics.17,18 On a digital microuidic platform, uids in
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747 | 21741
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Fig. 1 Working principle of FlipDrop. (a) A droplet concentration
gradient array is created by moving the parent droplets over the SETs.
The parent droplets are actuated by the added magnetic particles. (b)
Two droplet arrays with orthogonal concentration gradients of
Chemical A and B are coupled by flipping one array over another. Pairs
of droplets are merged to generate chemical combinations.
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the form of droplets are manipulated using various mecha-
nisms, such as magnetic force,19–27 electrowetting,28–36 surface
acoustic wave.37–40 Among these manipulation methods,
magnetic digital microuidics has unique advantages, such as
simple uidic operation and dual functionality of magnetic
particles, compared to other actuation mechanisms.17 Droplets,
which function as reaction chambers, are driven by the added
magnetic particles to accomplish a range of uidic operations
required for biochemical assays. The substrate on which the
droplets sit can be modied with additional features, such as
the surface energy traps (SETs), to facilitate a full range of
droplet manipulations for complex assays.19 Several open
microuidic platforms have been proposed for combinatorial
screening. Ding et al. developed a print-to-screen platform that
used a microuidic manifold to dispense the chemical
compounds into droplets through a dot-matrix printer head.41

Chemical combinations were generated by dispensing multiple
droplets to the same location. A similar approach was demon-
strated by Du et al.42 Instead of using a manifold, a 3-axis
translational stage was used to guide the capillary printer head
to designated locations on the open microuidic platform.
These approaches merely used the open microuidic platform
as a liquid holder. The generation of chemical combinations
still relied on point-to-point dispensing. Rapid generation of
droplet arrays was demonstrated on an open microuidic
platform by Wu et al. In that work, droplet array was generated
by spreading the liquid over hydrophilic/hydrophobic patterns
similar to SETs.43 Authors demonstrated the encapsulation of
single cells in the droplet array.44 However, no strategy was
proposed to generate chemical combinations for combinatorial
screening using this approach. Kulesa et al. devised a rapid way
of generating chemical combinations by coupling nanolitre-
sized droplets on a droplet pairing array which trapped one
pair of droplets in each microchamber.45 The paired droplets
were merged by washing away the surfactant used for droplet
stabilization. This approach generated chemical combinations
with a great ease. However, because the droplet coupling was
a stochastic process, the exact composition of the chemical
combination was not designed a priori, but only unveiled pos-
teriori by decoding the uorescent coding dyes.

In this work, we present a SET-assisted magnetic digital
microuidic platform that generates chemical combinations
rapidly with unprecedented ease (Fig. 1). This platform, which
is referred to as FlipDrop, generates two droplet arrays with
orthogonal concentration gradients using the SETs. Two
chemicals, each of which has N different concentrations, are
coupled into N2 number of chemical combinations with
a simple ip. We demonstrate the rapid generation of chem-
ical combinations using two different quantum dots with
distinct uorescent emission proles. We also perform the
screening of quantum dot uorescent resonance energy
transfer (QD-FRET)46–48 by measuring the FRET signals in
response to various chemical combinations. To our best
knowledge, FlipDrop is the rst digital microuidic platform
using this novel mechanism for rapid generation of chemical
combinations, which promises great potential for combina-
torial screening.
21742 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747
Experimental
Device fabrication

The SET-assisted magnetic digital microuidic device was
fabricated by oxygen plasma etching through an SU-8 (Micro-
chem) shadow mask using a similar protocol we previously re-
ported (Fig. 2).19,46 To briey recap, the SU-8 shadow mask of
�60 mm in thickness was fabricated with a li-off process by
using the Teon AF (DuPond) as a sacricial layer. This shadow
mask was laminated on a glass substrate coated with a Teon
AF thin lm of�700 nm thick. The SETs were created by etching
the Teon AF thin lm with O2 plasma through the shadow
mask. Aer etching, the Teon AF thin lm was annealed by
heating the substrate above 200 �C for 30 s. The fabrication of
the SET-assisted magnetic digital microuidic device was
accomplished within 3 minutes when using the ready-made
shadow mask which could be reused.
Droplet manipulation on magnetic digital microuidic
platform

The parent droplet of desired volume was dispensed onto the
substrate with SETs. Micro magnetic particles (Qiagen) were
washed and dried before being added to the droplet for actua-
tion. A N52 grade cylindrical permanent magnet (1/800 in
diameter and 1/200 in length) was placed beneath the substrate
to control the movement of the magnetic particles. To move
multiple droplets in parallel, a linear array of magnets was used.
The spacing between the magnets matched that between the
droplets.

For the demonstration of droplet dispensing shown in Fig. 2,
the diameter of the SET is 2.5 mm, the parent droplet volume is
20 mL, and the mass of magnetic particles is 0.36 mg. To create
the droplet array for chemical combinations, the diameter of
the SET is 1.6 mm, the parent droplet volume is 10 mL, and the
mass of magnetic particles is 0.24 mg.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 SET-assisted magnetic digital microfluidics for the creation of droplet arrays on FlipDrop. (a) Workflow for fabricating SETs. (b) SETs
(circles) on a Teflon AF-coated substrate. (c) Liquid dispensing on the SET-assisted magnetic digital microfluidic platform demonstrated with
water droplets. To aid visualization, the substrate is placed on top of a DVD disk. The color is due to the diffraction pattern of the DVD. (d) The
cubic root of the daughter droplet volume is proportional to the diameter of the SETs. The error bar represents the standard deviation of 6
measurements.
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We calibrated the volume of the daughter droplets as
a function of the SET diameter. The volume of the daughter
droplet was too small to be measured directly. We therefore
estimated the droplet volume by uorescence. 10 mL of water
was added to each daughter droplet. The volume of the
daughter droplet Vd could be calculated according to

Vd ¼ Id�
Ip � Id

�Vwater (1)

where Id and Ip were the uorescent intensity of the daughter
droplet and the parent droplet, respectively, and Vwater was the
volume of the added water which in this case was 10 mL.
Generation of chemical combinations with FlipDrop

The 6 � 6 SET array was used to create the droplet array. The
diameter of each SET was 1.6 mm, and the spacing between
SETs was 5 mm. The glass substrate was cut into a 35 mm �
35 mm square. The coupling of the two arrays were done
manually by aligning the edge of the square glass substrate.

We demonstrated the generation of chemical combinations
with two types of quantum dots. A twofold serial dilution of
Qdot 525 (Invitrogen) with 6 different concentrations ranging
from 0.625 nM to 20 nM was dispensed onto the SET-assisted
magnetic digital microuidic device in the form of droplets.
The volume of each parent droplet was 10 mL, and 0.24 mg of
magnetic particles were added to each droplet. All 6 parent
droplets were dragged over the SETs in parallel by the perma-
nent magnets. As the parent droplets moved over the SETs,
daughter droplets were created by the passive dispensing
mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1. Aer the parent droplets
passed through the SETs, a droplet array of Qdot 525 concen-
tration gradient was created. The droplet array of QD 605
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
(Invitrogen) concentration gradient was created in the same
way. To generate the chemical combination, the Qdot 605
droplet array was ipped and coupled with the Qdot 525 array in
such an orientation that the two concentration gradients were
orthogonal to each other. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
spacer of 1 mm thick was placed between the two substrates to
prevent the droplets from being squashed. The uorescent
image was acquired using the Typhoon™ laser scanner (GE
Healthcare) with a 488 nm laser excitation and proper emission
lters for Qdot 525 and Qdot 605. The total intensities of Qdot
525 and Qdot 605 of each coupled droplet were extracted from
the image using ImageQuant and normalized between 0 and
255. For all uorescent images presented in this report, only the
areas of interest, i.e. the merged droplets, were shown.

To screen the QD-FRET response at various quantum dot and
Cy5 combinations, a droplet array of Qdot 605 concentration
gradient and a droplet array of Cy5 concentration gradient were
created on the SET-assisted magnetic digital microuidic plat-
form. The Qdot 605 was conjugated with streptavidin (Invi-
trogen), and the Cy5 was conjugated to the 30 terminal of a 20-
base DNA oligonucleotide. The 50 terminal of the DNA oligo-
nucleotide was conjugated with biotin. Once mixed, the
quantum dot and the DNA oligonucleotide would self-assemble
into a nanocomplex, bringing Cy5 to the close proximity of the
quantum dot and promoting the energy transfer.

The uorescent images of QD-FRET were acquired using the
Typhoon™ laser scanner with a 488 nm laser excitation and
proper emission lters for Qdot 605 and Cy5. The intensities of
Qdot 605 and Cy5 through FRET were extracted from the
images, and the FRET ratio was calculated according to

FRET ratio ¼ IA

ðID þ IAÞ (2)
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747 | 21743
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where IA was the intensity of the FRET acceptor (Cy5) and ID was
the intensity of the FRET donor (Qdot 605).
Results and discussion
Principle of FlipDrop

FlipDrop comprises of two droplet arrays created using SET-
assisted magnetic digital microuidics (Fig. 1). First, N
number of parent droplets of Chemical A are dispensed onto
the magnetic digital microuidic platform, and magnetic
particles are added into the droplets. The concentrations of the
parent droplets follow a concentration gradient. As the
magnetic particles drag a parent droplet over a SET, the surface
tension splits a portion of the liquid from the parent droplet
and holds it in the SET in the form of a daughter droplet
(Fig. 1a, ESI Video 1†). A total of N daughter droplets are created
from each parent droplet. In the end, an N � N droplet array is
created. The concentration gradient is along the column
direction with N different concentrations, and each concentra-
tion is made into N number of droplets in a row. Next, Chemical
B is also made into an N � N droplet array in the same way. The
concentration gradient of the Chemical B array is orthogonal to
the Chemical A array, which means that the concentration
gradient is along the row and each concentration is dispensed
into N droplets in a column (Fig. 1b). Chemical combinations
are generated by ipping the Chemical B array 180� and
coupling it to the Chemical A array. The droplets on the two
arrays are paired and merged as the two arrays are brought
together. A 1 mm thick spacer is placed between the two arrays
to prevent the droplets from being squashed. In the end,
a sandwiched N � N droplet array with N2 number of distinct
chemical combinations is generated.
Fig. 3 Chemical combinations generated by FlipDrop. (a) Droplet
array generated by SET-assisted magnetic digital microfluidics. (b)
Fluorescent image of FlipDrop array. Each droplet contains a unique
combination of Qdot 525 and Qdot 605. (c) The fluorescent intensity
Qdot 525. (d) The fluorescent intensity of Qdot 605. The raw data are
included in the ESI.†
Droplet dispensing on the magnetic digital microuidic array

The concentration gradient array on FlipDrop is created by
dispensing daughter droplets using SETs on the magnetic
digital microuidic platform.19 The SETs are high-surface-
energy areas patterned on the low-surface-energy substrate.
SETs are fabricated by oxygen plasma etching that removes the
Teon AF thin lm through a shadow mask (Fig. 2a). The
regions with the Teon AF thin lm have a low surface energy.
The regions where the Teon AF is removed exposes the
underlying substrate and have a high surface energy (Fig. 2b).
We have previously demonstrated a full range of droplet
manipulation on the SET-assisted magnetic digital microuidic
platform.19 In this study, we mainly use SETs for liquid
dispensing, one operation that is unattainable on the tradi-
tional magnetic digital microuidic platform. The mechanism
of the SET-assisted liquid dispensing has been discussed in our
previous work.19,20 To briey recap, as the magnetic particles
drag the parent droplet over the SET, the surface tension
provided by the SET and the magnetic force pull the droplet
from both sides and form two necking points, one of which is
around themagnetic particle cluster and the other is around the
SET (Fig. 2c). Depending on the size of the SET and the mass of
the magnetic particles, one of the necking points would break.
21744 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747
The breakage of the necking point around the SET would lead to
the liquid dispensing. The volume of the dispensed daughter
droplet is determined by the size of the SET. We discover that
the cubic root of the daughter droplet volume is proportional
with the diameter of the SET (Fig. 2d). This nding provides
a guideline for SET design. The desired volume of the dispensed
daughter droplet can be easily estimated based on the size of
the SET.
Generation chemical combinations using FlipDrop

We rst demonstrate the creation of droplet arrays on the SET-
assisted magnetic digital microuidic platform using the
approach described above. A representative picture of a droplet
array created on the SETs is presented in Fig. 3a. The droplets
show reasonably good uniformity. Our previous study indicates
that the intra-chip variation of the daughter droplet volume is
�3% and the chip-to-chip variation is �10%.19

We used a 6 � 6 SET array and two types of quantum dots to
demonstrate the generation of chemical combinations on the
FlipDrop platform (Fig. 3b). First, 6 parent droplets of Qdot 525
were dispensed on one SET array. The concentration of the 6
parent droplets followed a twofold serial dilution ranging from
0.63 nM to 20 nM. The 6 parent droplets were moved horizon-
tally over the SET array so that the daughter droplets in each row
had the same concentration. Next, 6 parent droplets of Qdot 605
were dispensed on the other SET array. The concentrations of
the Qdot 605 droplets were the same as the Qdot 525. The Qdot
605 parent droplets were moved vertically over the SETs so that
the daughter droplets generated in each column had the same
concentration. As a result, the two droplet concentration
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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gradient arrays were orthogonal to each other. The Qdot 605
array was then ipped and coupled with the QD 525 array. The
ipping resulted in 36 merged droplets with distinct chemical
combinations, which could be applied to combinatorial
screening. With a simple ip, chemicals with a total of 2N
number of concentrations were converted into an array with N2

number of chemical combinations.
The chemical composition of the combinatorial droplet

array was examined by measuring the uorescent intensities
emitted by the two quantum dots. The Qdot 525 is represented
by green and the Qdot 605 is represented by red in the
combined false color image (Fig. 3b). Each spot illustrates
a merged droplet that contains a unique combination of Qdot
525 and Qdot 605. The uorescent intensities of the two
quantum dots in each droplet is shown in Fig. 3c and d. The
droplet is denoted by Eij where i stands for the row number and j
stands for the column number. Droplet E11 contains high
concentrations of both Qdot 525 and Qdot 605, hence appears
bright orange in the false colored image. Droplet E61 contains
a high concentration of Qdot 605 but a low concentration of
Qdot 525, hence appears red. In contrast, droplet E16 contains
a high concentration of Qdot 525 but a low concentration of
Qdot 605, hence appears green. The concentrations of Qdot 525
and Qdot 605 are both low in droplet E66, therefore it is barely
visible.
Screening of QD-FRET response using FlipDrop

As a proof-of-concept, we demonstrate the screening of QD-
FRET at various combinations of Qdot 605 and Cy5 (Fig. 4).
QD-FRET is a type of nanosensor widely used in many bio-
sensing applications.46,48–50 Themodel QD-FRET system consists
of a streptavidin-conjugated Qdot 605 and a DNA oligonucleo-
tide labeled with biotin and Cy5 at its two termini (Fig. 4a). The
quantum dot and the DNA self-assemble into a nanocomplex
via the biotin–streptavidin interaction. When excited by the
488 nm laser, the quantum dot uoresces with a maximum at
605 nm. The emission of the quantum dot in turn excites and
transfers the energy to Cy5, leading to the Cy5 emission with
amaximum at 650 nm. The FRET ratio is a parameter indicating
the degree of energy transfer between the FRET donor (Qdot
605) and the FRET acceptor (Cy5). QD-FRET is a multi-acceptor-
single-donor system whose FRET ratio is inuenced by the
acceptor to donor ratio. The higher the Cy5 : Qdot ratio, which
means the more Cy5-labeled DNA oligonucleotides bind to each
quantum dot, the higher the FRET ratio becomes.

We screened the QD-FRET using FlipDrop by measuring the
FRET ratio. Two droplet arrays with orthogonal concentration
gradients of Qdot 605 and Cy5 were generated using the SET-
assisted magnetic digital microuidics. Both Qdot 605 and
Cy5 had 6 concentrations in a twofold serial dilution. The
concentration of Qdot 605 ranged from 0.63 nM to 20 nM, and
the concentration of Cy5 ranged from 6.25 nM to 200 nM.
Combinations of Qdot 605 and Cy5 were generated by ipping
the Cy5 array and coupling it with the Qdot array, which
resulted in 36 merged droplets with distinct chemical compo-
sitions. The combined droplets were incubated at room
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
temperature in a humid chamber for 10 min before measure-
ment. The uorescent emission intensities of Qdot 605 and Cy5,
which were the FRET donor and the FRET acceptor respectively,
were measured using a uorescent scanner (Fig. 4b). The
droplet with a high Cy5 intensity (excited by 488 nm, emission
through FRET) and a low Qdot 605 intensity had a high FRET
ratio, and vice versa. The FRET ratios of all droplets on FlipDrop
were calculated according to eqn (2) and plotted in a heatmap
(Fig. 4c). The FRET ratio showed an increasing trend from the
bottom le to the top right. As mentioned above, the FRET ratio
was inuenced by the Cy5 : Qdot 605 ratio. Droplet E61 at the
bottom le corner had the lowest Cy5 : Qdot 605 ratio of 0.31,
and droplet E16 at the top right corner had the highest
Cy5 : Qdot 605 ratio of 320. Therefore, droplet E61 had the
smallest FRET ratio, and the droplet E16 had the largest FRET
ratio in the heatmap. If we followed the heatmap in the hori-
zontal, vertical and diagonal directions as indicated in Fig. 4c,
we could observe the trend. In row 4, the Cy5 concentration was
kept at 25 nM (before merging) while the Qdot 605 concentra-
tion decreased from 20 nM to 0.63 nM from le to right. As
a result, the FRET ratio increased from droplet E41 to E46
(Fig. 4d). Similarly, in column 4, the Qdot 605 concentration
was kept at 2.5 nM while the Cy5 concentration decreased from
200 nM to 6.25 nM. Consequently, the FRET ratio decreased
from droplet E14 to E64. In the diagonal direction from droplet
E11 at the top le corner to E66 at the bottom right corner, the
Cy5 : Qdot 605 ratio was the same in all these droplets despite
the fact that none of them had the same dose combination of
Qdot 605 and Cy5. The results indicated that the QD-FRET ratio
was determined by the Cy5 : Qdot 605 ratio but not the
concentration of the two components.

In this proof-of-concept experiment, we primarily focus on the
rapid generation of the chemical combinations on the FlipDrop
platform. Therefore, we do not emphasize the generation of the
concentration gradient. The concentration gradient of the parent
droplets is created off-chip. FlipDrop is fully compatible with the
SET-assisted magnetic digital microuidic serial dilution plat-
form we reported earlier.20 The serial dilution platform utilizes
SET to meter desired amounts of liquids from the stock solution
droplet and merges them with the dilution buffer droplets to
create a serial dilution. This operation would generate a concen-
tration gradient in the form of droplets that can be directly
transferred to FlipDrop. Droplets on both the serial dilution
platform and FlipDrop aremanipulated by an array of permanent
magnet, and both use SETs to passively dispense daughter
droplets. By combining these two platforms, we would be able to
rapidly create concentration gradients from the stock solution
and generate a large number of chemical combinations with
unprecedented ease. It takes around 2 minutes to generate the
chemical combination on the FlipDrop platform. Compared to
the manual preparation of chemical combinations in microwell
platform, FlipDrop signicantly shortens the preparation time
and reduces the number of pipetting operations. The magnetic
digital microuidics-based serial dilution takes about 1 minute.
The overall time required to prepare desired chemical combi-
nations from the raw stock solutions is on a par with the auto-
mated liquid handling platform.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747 | 21745



Fig. 4 Screening of QD-FRET response at various Qdot 605 and Cy5 combinations on FlipDrop. (a) Schematic illustration of QD-FRET. The
streptavidin-labelled quantum dots and the biotin-Cy5 dually labelled oligonucleotide self-assemble into a nanocomplex. The nanocomplex is
excited by a 488 nm source, which causes the fluorescent emission of the Qdot 605. A portion of the 605 nm emission from the Qdot in turn
excites Cy5 through FRET, causing another fluorescent emission peaked at 670 nm. Both emissions centered at 605 nm and 670 nm are
recorded to evaluate FRET efficiency. (b) Qdot 605 fluorescent image of the FlipDrop array. Cy5 fluorescent image of the FlipDrop array acquired
with 488 nm excitation. The Cy5 emission is due to FRET. (c) The FRET ratio map of the FlipDrop array. The raw data are shown in the ESI.† (d) The
FRET ratio along the directions indicated in (c).
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Unlike conventional microuidic systems, the SET-assisted
magnetic digital microuidics, which forms the foundation of
FlipDrop and the serial dilution platform, does not require
sophisticated uidic control systems. All the uidic operations
are accomplished in the form of droplets, and all the control
actions can be done by a translational stage. Therefore, we
believe FlipDrop would greatly simplify the preparation of
chemical combinations for combinatorial screening.
Application of FlipDrop to drug screening

This work mainly focuses on the generation of combinatorial
arrays of multiple chemicals using FlipDrop. The droplet is well-
suited for suspension cell culture. Drug screening can be per-
formed by culturing the cells in the droplets together with the
drug combinations. We have earlier demonstrated the bacteria
suspension culture in droplets on a magnetic digital micro-
uidic platform for antimicrobial susceptibility testing.51 In that
work, the bacteria were incubated together with the antibiotics
in droplets kept in a humid environment to prevent the evap-
oration. Bacterial cells showed normal growth in the no-drug
control.

A similar workow can be applied to combinatorial drug
screening. On one of the arrays, the cell suspension is added to
the parent droplets and split into daughter droplets together
with one of the drugs. Aer being coupled with the other array,
cell suspensions could be cultured in the combined droplets.
21746 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 21741–21747
The droplets contain the same initial number of cells but
different drug combinations. The FlipDrop platform is then
incubated at 37 �C in a humid chamber. The cell's response to
the drug combinations could be monitored by observing the
turbidity of the culture or measuring the uorescent reporter.52

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel platform known
as FlipDrop that rapidly generates chemical combinations for
potential combinatorial screening. FlipDrop use SET-assisted
magnetic digital microuidics to create two orthogonal
concentration gradients in the form of droplet arrays. The
droplet arrays are then coupled together by a simple ip and
generate a large number of chemical combinations for combi-
natorial screening. The working principle of FlipDrop is
demonstrated with two quantum dots. We also demonstrate the
screening of QD-FRET at various combinations of Cy5 and Qdot
605 on FlipDrop. The future work involves integrating FlipDrop
with our magnetic digital microuidic serial dilution platform.
Once integrated, FlipDrop has the potential to change the
paradigm of microuidics-based combinatorial screening,
making it more efficient and less resource demanding.
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